MSP+ Foundation Pack
PACKAGE DETAILS

COVID-19 has changed the reality for managed services providers (MSPs) long-term. The work-from-home transition and
focus on cost cutting have only heightened the need for you to assess your security portfolio and ensure security is one of
your differentiators now.
MSPs are needed more than ever as cybercriminals double down to exploit newfound security gaps caused by the pandemic.
We’re here to help you make that a reality despite these hard times. That’s why we created the MSP+ Foundation Pack—a
fully-managed advanced security bundle that’s affordable for any MSP. Packed with dark web monitoring, endpoint
protection, 24/7 SOC support, and training, you’ll be equipped to quickly begin and accelerate a strong security offering
without significant overhead.

The MSP+ Foundation Pack Will Empower You To:

Have effective
conversations about
closing immediate gaps
now, while setting the
stage for later

Operationalize a new
standard of security
controls fast without
disrupting your team

Feel confident you have
greater oversight of the
endpoints you manage,
without all the noise

Implement a long-term
sales and marketing
strategy to make
cybersecurity a core part
of your offering

$600/Month for 6 Months
For Up to 400 Endpoints
What’s Included:
Dark Web Scanning & Monitoring with
tangible client-facing reports
Enterprise-class EDR supported by 24/7 SOC
Try-before-you buy full access to Continuum
Fortify®, a ConnectWise Solution

Unlimited NIST CSF risk assessments with
ConnectWise Identify®
Priority access to ConnectWise Certify™
security certification for 2 resources
A copy of our proven MSP Security Go-ToMarket Playbook

Valued at over $16,000 – that’s 75% off list price!
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The MSP+ Foundation Pack Is Powered by Continuum Fortify
Continuum Fortify enables MSPs to deliver end-to end security services without building and maintaining in-house
operations. With Continuum Fortify you can design and implement custom security solutions at every client site, with
coverage of advanced alerting, SOC and SIEM services.

Continuum Fortify for Assessment
Continuum Fortify for Assessment is a foundational solution that enables MSPs to continuously scan and diagnose SMB
environments, providing the proper data and reports to identify security gaps. You’ll be equipped with:
Risk report to drive end client conversations
Risk information related to stolen user credentials
Point in time technical review of use and machine risk
Unlimited dark web scans which are perfect proof points in the sales process
Access to Continuum Fortify suite to protect your MSP or use as proof of concept with clients

Continuum Fortify for Endpoint
Continuum Fortify for Endpoint is the most complete and sophisticated security for endpoints, with 24 /7 SOC monitoring and
remediation services to stop active threats and minimize harm. You’ll benefit from:
Enterprise class EDR for machines, regardless of online or offline
AI and machine speed behavioral detection
98%+ efficacy rate against ransomware, zero day, and file-less attacks
Office 365® Risk Watch to defend against BEC attacks
SOC level oversight and response without the cost

ConnectWise Certify Cybersecurity Training
In this full-day training you will learn the foundations of cybersecurity, including industry frameworks and standards, risk
assessment best practices, and navigating the ecosystem of security products. With role-based tracks for owners, sales
professionals, and engineers, you’ll leave with actionable steps to protect your own practice, provide cybersecurity services to
your clients, and drive security sales growth. See Current Trainings >>

ConnectWise Identify
ConnectWise Identify is a cybersecurity risk assessment tool that helps you identify any customer’s critical risks against the
NIST Cybersecurity Framework. Whether you want to understand risk in a pre-sales conversation, help existing customers
strengthen their security posture, or do a deep dive after an event, ConnectWise Identify helps you turn risks insights into
actionable plans that drive revenue.
Limited to 400 endpoints. After initial 6 months all Continuum Fortify for Assessment and Continuum Fortify for Endpoint pricing will be billed at list price without a new
contract. SaaS or subscription only. Valid on new licenses only. Cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. Cannot be used on systems which have been
protected by Continuum Fortify for Endpoint Security in the past thirty (30) days. Subject to participant’s agreement to any applicable Continuum and ConnectWise
terms and conditions. This promotion may be amended, supplemented, discontinued or terminated in Continuum or ConnectWise’s sole and absolute discretion at any
time without notice. For qualified customers. Contact us for more information.Additional terms and conditions may apply.
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